Transcranial cerebellar direct current stimulation: Effects on brain resting state oscillatory and network activity.
Transcranial cerebellar direct current stimulation (tcDCS) can offer new insights into the cerebellar function and disorders, by modulating noninvasively the activity of cerebellar networks. Taking into account the functional interplay between the cerebellum and the cerebral cortex, we addressed the effects of unilateral tcDCS (active electrode positioned over the right cerebellar hemisphere) on the electroencephalographic (EEG) oscillatory activity and on the cortical network organization at resting state. Effects on spectral (de)synchronizations and functional connectivity after anodal and cathodal stimulation were assessed with respect to a sham condition. A lateralized synchronization over the sensorimotor area in gamma band, as well as an increase of the network segregation in sensory-motor rhythms and a higher communication between hemispheres in gamma band, were detected after anodal stimulation. The same measures after cathodal tcDCS returned responses similar to the sham condition.